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Duration and Scope of the Game:  7 turns - April I to June I.  (April I was actually only April 9-10 and demonstrates the instant effectiveness of prior planning and preparation.)  Only ground units are used in the Basic game.  Naval and air forces are abstracted.
Victory Conditions:  
Norwegian and Allied:  If the Germans fail to achieve victory, Norway and the Allies win.  If Norway and the Allies win and more Norwegian than German units are left in Norway, Norway and the Allies win a Smashing Strategic victory worth 2 games.
German:    If the Germans have control of 5 of the red-underlined victory objective sectors including Oslo at the end of the game, they win a Marginal Victory.  If they have all 6, they win a Smashing, Strategic Victory worth 2 games.  As long as the Germans have an UnDisrupted regiment in Narvik, even if the sector is under Norwegian/Allied control, they may count it for victory.

Starting Forces and Their Deployment and Special First and Second Turn Rules - Historical Scenario:
Norwegian and Allied:  The Guards infantry battalion (II) is on Oslo, UnDisrupted.  All other Norwegian units are unmobilized/Disrupted on April I, 9Apr40.  Their starting positions are listed on the mapsheet.  Norwegian Unpreparedness:  In  Turn 1 only, Norwegian units may not recover from Disruption, if there are any German units in their sector, and if any of those German units are UnDisrupted regiments - before the German Recovery from Disruption phase - all the Disrupted Norwegian units are instead eliminated. 
German:  Both parachute Abteilungs/units - file_0.wmf

 - and all other units ready to be transported/landed.  3 air units.  On the first turn only, 2 regiments may be air-transported to airfields taken by parachute units, but are Disrupted upon landing.  9Apr40 Nazi Treachery/Surprise:  1 is shifted to all die rolls to German advantage, except for the sea landing in any one sector the Norwegian player choses.  (That is plucky little picket boat Pol III.)

Ground Movement Phase:  UnDisrupted ground units may be moved 1 sector by the owning player or 2 sectors if the 2nd sector is empty or occupied only by friendly units.  A unit moving over a mountain range may not move more than 1 sector, and it is Disrupted unless it is mountain-qualified.  Tanks may not cross mountain ranges.  Note that Åndalnes to Dombås is not a mountain range.  (It is Gulbrandsdal - Gulbrand's dale/valley.)   Units may not cross the Elverum/Dombås/Oppdal/Røros corner.
Unless moving into an enemy sector having a friendly unit (Disrupted or not) already there - including a just-dropped parachute unit - a ground unit in a sector with UnDisrupted enemy units may not move on land out/past those into an enemy-controlled sector, unless there are twice as many UnDisrupted friendly units as UnDisrupted enemy units in the sector being left or unless being accompanied by a tank unit.  Units crossing the Sogne Fjord from Førde to Bergen or Telemark or vice versa are Disrupted, unless they are Norwegian.

Reinforcements and Withdrawals:
Allied Reinforcements:  Turns 2-6, 3 Allied brigades may land in Norway per turn, subject to German attack - alternating British then other ally, then British, etc.  2 Norwegian or Allied units may instead be moved by sea from one coastal sector to another, subject to German attack.  On Turn 2, the Alta battalion appears on Bardufoss, if there is no UnDisrupted German unit there.  On Turn 4, the Varanger battalion appears there under the same condition.
German Reinforcements:  As many as can be brought in by ship or air - see rules below.
Replacements from Lost/Eliminated Units:  There are none.
Withdrawals:  At the start of the last Norwegian/Allied player-turn, all non-Norwegian Allied units are removed from the mapboard because of the Fall of France.
Control:  Starting the game - before invasion - all sectors are of course under Norwegian/Allied control.  A sector - its airfield and harbor core - otherwise changes to come under friendly control at the instant there is at least 1 UnDisrupted friendly regiment (I I I) or brigade (X) in it, while there are no UnDisrupted enemy regiments or brigades in it at that moment.  If both sides' units are Disrupted, control is retained by the side which had it.  For German control of a sector, place a German marker on it.  Remove that when German control is lost.


Supply:  To be in supply, German ground units must be able to trace a line of sectors under German control back to and including Oslo or Kristiansand sectors, whether or not there are any Norwegian&Allied units (still) in them.  If any unit arrives - lands by sea or air - in a sector UnDisrupted, it brings Supply to that sector for that turn.  German units in a sector they control which has an airfield are in supply.  Ground units out of supply may not attack, although they (with the exception of tanks) may still move and fire defensively if attacked, and they may be recovered from Disruption.  Norwegian units are never out of supply.  Other Allied units must trace a supply line to any friendly-controlled coastal hex.
Disruption:  A Disrupted unit is flipped over and not recovered to the owning player's control until the very end of his turn.  A Disrupted unit may not move, attack, or defend.  It may take a hit, which causes its destruction.  After the first turn, Norwegian units which are not mountain-qualified may not be recovered from Disruption in a German-controlled sector.  Mountain-qualified infantry:  file_1.wmf

   Not qualified:  parachute file_2.wmf

, cavalry file_3.wmf

, regular infantry file_4.wmf


German (only) Air Operations:  Bombing, Parachute Drops and Air Transportation:.
Range and Basing:  German airpower has a range 3 sectors away from any airfield in Norway in sectors under German control.  From Denmark, its range is only at a range of 2 to Kristiansand and Stavanger, and at a range of 3 Bergen, Telemark, and Oslo sectors.  All 3 German air units may be based in Denmark.  In Norway, the trangular airfields can base a maximum of 2 air units, while the X airstrips only base 1.  (Thus with both Fornebu airfield and Kjeller airstrip, Oslo can base 3.)
Bombing:  The air units are committed to their target sectors.  At a range of 0-1, 2, or 3 sectors away, an UnDisrupted N/A unit in the target sector is Disrupted on a roll of 4-6, 5-6, or 6 respectively.  Already Disrupted(/dispersed) units are not destroyed.
Air Combat - Allied Air Interception:
Die roll for Royal Air Force Hurricane 46. Squadron, Nor. Army Air Service Hawk 75As, and U.S. Marine F2A Buffalos:
1:  German air unit - KampfGeschwader - destroyed! ... along with any parachute unit and air-transported regiment.
2-3: German air unit's mission stopped, but it is not destroyed.
4-5: N/A interception fails, but Norwegian/Allied air unit not destroyed.
6:  N/A interception fails, and air unit destroyed!
For the NAAS Gladiators, RAF 263. Squadron, or carrier air groups, add 1 to the die roll.
ParaDrop and Air Assault:  In any - not just airfield - sectors within Luftwaffe range in any turn, up to 2 parachute units may be dropped.  A parachute unit dropping on an empty sector generally has a 67% chance - die roll of 1-4 - of surviving its paradrop.  If the sector has at least 1 UnDisrupted enemy regiment, its the parachute unit's success chance drops to 50% (1-3).  Thanks to Unpreparedness, its success chance improves 17% - shifted 1 number on the die to its advantage.  If it is successful in landing in a sector and that has an airfield, a German regiment may then be immediately air-transported into it, although it is Disrupted upon landing - limit of 1 such air-lifted regiment after the first turn.  If the paradrop fails and the parachute unit is elminated, the air-transported regiment is just returned to its takeoff base - it is not destroyed.
Air Transportation:  After the first turn, 1 German regiment - but not the Krupp Neubaufahrzeug heavy tank panzer :-) - may be air-transported to an airbase in a sector under German control.  They are not Disrupted upon landing, and the sector is automatically considered to be in supply.  This is instead of an Air Assault described above.
Sea Movement and Landings:  On the first turn, up to 6 German ground units may sail to Norway from Denmark or Germany to land in - invade - Norway; thereafter, only 4, and a sea-transportation or landing into German Sector Groups B and C count as 1.5 and 2 units respectively.  Allied submarine attack in German Sector Group A - a single die roll is made per turn, and a 1 permanently sinks 1 transport - destroys a sea transported regiment.  Starting Turn 2 up to 2 Allied ground units may sail from off-board Britain or friendly Norwegian coastal sectors - either to land in combat on hostile shores or to move to reinforce friendly units already in a coastal sector.  Sectors are grouped by their vulnerability to enemy naval forces.  If moving from one Norwegian coastal sector to another, the most dangerous is used for the sailing risk resolution.  The defending player rolls the die to try to stop the movement/landing.
Group A for the Germans, C for the Allies includes victory objectives Oslo and Kristiansand.
Group B includes victory objectives Stavanger and Bergen, Førde, Åndalnes, and victory objective Trondheim.
Group C for the Germans, A for the Allies includes Namsos, Moi i Rana, Bodø, victory objective Narvik, and Harstad.
On the first turn, all sea-invading German units must take the following die roll risk:
1 - The landing forces are badly damaged or destroyed, and the ground unit is destroyed with them.
2 - Same.
3 - The landing is opposed, and the ground unit arrives Disrupted (even if it is a tank unit).
4 - Same.
5 - The landing succeeds, and the ground unit arrives UnDisrupted and ready to do battle in that sector.
6 - Same
In turns after the first, the result is shifted 1 to the enemy's advantage in Group C and 1 to friendly advantage in Group A.



Overwhelming German Airpower:   The result is further shifted 1 number to the Germans' advantage if the German-attacked or -defended sector is 3 sectors away from a sector under German control with an airbase and UnDisrupted German unit.  This includes first turn attacks on Bergen, Stavanger, Kristiansand or Oslo from Denmark.  (Parachute units' chances of success/survival can thus be further changed by this - see above.)
Glorious (aircraft carrier) Naval Airpower:  When landing Allied units, the Allied player may select any one friendly A or B sector to reduce the German airpower effect by 1 on the die roll.
Sogn Fjord:  As long neither as the Bergen and Førde sectors are occupied by UnDisrupted enemy units or under enemy control, friendly forces may be landed at the head of Sogn Fjord, in Dombås and/or Telemark.

Ground Combat:
The attacking/phasing player may make attacks during his player-turn, but is not required to do so.  Only UnDisrupted units can fire.  The defending player (whose attack phase it isn't) fires first and his hits take effect before the attacker fires/attacks.  A player may apportion the hits his units must sustain any way he wishes.  The first hit a regiment or brigade takes Disrupts it - flips it upside down.  At the moment of Disruption, a defending but not an attacking unit may be retreated to an adjacent sector under friendly control.  A second hit on an already-Disrupted regiment or brigade destroys it.  Note:  a single hit on any parachute or tank unit or any battalion destroys it.
UnDisrupted German and Norwegian regiments from the same division may combine their combat factors on both attack and defense - example:  a German regular infantry division with all 3 UnDisrupted regiments scores 1, 2, or 3 hits on die rolls of those numbers, depending on how many are together.  The British and French units marked with a "+" may be combined within their nationality with a unit similarly marked, scoring similarly.  The Krupp Panzer may be combined with any Gerrman unit.  Tanks can only attack.  The Polish brigade scores 1 hit on a die roll of either 1 or 2 - the Poles wanted revenge! - but all other units (like the Norwegian cavalry/dragoons, independent battalions, or the parachute units) attack individually, scoring 1 hit on only a 1.

Game-turn Sequence:
I. German Player-Turn:
  A. German Ground Movement
  B. German Reinforcements are Designated and German Air Operations Executed.
  C. German Sea Movement, Battles, and Landings.
  D. German-initiated Ground Attacks/Battles.
  E. Recovery of German Units from Disruption.
II. Norwegian and (Other) Allied Player-turn:
  A. Norwegian and Allied Ground Movement.
  B. Norwegian and Allied Reinforcements are Designated.
  C. Norwegian and Allied Sea Movement, Battles, and (after First Turn) Landings.
  D. N&A-initiated Ground Attacks/Battles.
  E. Recovery of N&A Units from Disruption, unless Prevented

Non-Historical Variants - Players may use more than one:  

Norway Prepared!  On the 1st turn, all mountain-qualified Norwegian units are UnDisrupted.  Also, the Norwegian Army Air Service has its Curtiss Hawk 75As assembled and ready to fight, andd based in Oslo.  However, to win the German player now has to have 1 less objective sectors including Oslo under his control at game's end. 

Norway Alerted!  Norway is alerted (by British intelligence? sympathetic Danes?) about the impending Nazi attack.  Therefore, the German player gets no Nazi Treachery/Surprise attack bonus on the first/9Apr40 game-turn.  However, to win the German player now has to have 1 less objective sectors including Oslo under his control at game's end. 

Early Neutrality Patrol! - Pre-WW2 "NATO of neutrals":  President Roosevelt has convinced our isolationist senators that to prevent the war from spreading and dragging America into it, we should help defend neutral countries, especially strategic Norway.  On the 1st turn, the Norwegian player has the U.S. Marine reinforced rifle company to place anywhere UnDisrupted, as well as the Marine F2A Buffalo squadron  However, to win the German player now only has to have 2 less objective sectors (including Oslo) under his control at game's end. 



Playtesters:  Tor Mæhlum, Sebastian Marchesi

